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Dragon’s eyes, especially beaded ones that take many hours to create deserve a great foundation. A 

good cabochon makes or breaks a design. I have made eyes from Dollar Store glass cabs, I have made 

them from acrylic resin, and glass cabochons. However, my favorite way to make a dragon’s eye is to use 

a graphic on a glass cabochon. I have found it to be the easiest way to get a realistic looking dragon eye. 

Materials needed -    
1 inch glass cabochons, 4x6 inch photo paper (or what you 

have on hand), clear nail polish, patience 

Tools -   
1 inch punch or sharp scissors, if you don’t have a 1 inch 

punch don’t worry, the scissors can be used instead. 

A few things to mention before we start… 
 

I do not make the graphics for the eyes. I have bought 

from vendors on Etsy: 

https://www.etsy.com/shop/MegansCreativeDesign 

https://www.etsy.com/shop/LisaChristines 

Or, if you want to make your own graphic on the computer, here is a good tutorial: 

http://zlibbenga13.deviantart.com/art/Dragon-Eye-Tutorial-215949919 

And there’s this one for making a glass cabochon: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x3oD0XqgaZ8 

The Graphic – What I do to get the size circle…. 

The graphics I use come as a sheet of different eye patterns. I save the graphic sheets as many times as 

there are different eyes on the sheet, plus one, so I have a master on my computer. However, I still have 

to resize the graphics to fit my glass cabochons.  

I am computer impatient – that means. Instead of learning what to do with the graphics program to size 

the eyes to your cabochon, I use the hunt and peck method. Those of you who understand how to resize 

to just the right size, skip this part, I’ll likely confuse you.  I am sure there is an easier way to do this.  

My ‘method’ (Order from Chaos) uses the photo gallery that is on my computer, and a PowerPoint 
presentation. I crop one eye for each color and style and save the image in a folder on the computer. It 
helps if you are consistent with the size you crop your graphic, but I’m a messy crafter. I usually eyeball 
it and then crop it.  

https://www.etsy.com/shop/MegansCreativeDesign
https://www.etsy.com/shop/LisaChristines
http://zlibbenga13.deviantart.com/art/Dragon-Eye-Tutorial-215949919
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x3oD0XqgaZ8
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I put a few designs in a PowerPoint presentation all close to the size I want, print out a test page on plain 
paper and choose the one which matches the hole in my punch. Then I save it on another slide labeled 
with the size of the eye. I do this for all designs purchased that I am likely to use. 

To print, I load the smaller sheet at the right hand corner of my printer because that is the corner where 

I can snug the small sheet up to the edge of the printer print area so the sheet will catch the rollers and 

stay straight.  

 You may need to experiment with your computer to find the right alignment if you use this method. The 

image below shows where on the slide I copy & paste the graphics to accommodate the 4x6 photo. To 

prevent getting ink on your printer rollers, delete the text box with ONE INCH until after you print, then 

undo that action. 

                            

 

  

I like to use My Jewelry Shop Glass 

Cabochons; I buy them at Hobby 

Lobby. These cabochons are 1 inch 

in diameter. You get 8 cabochons to 

a pack. When I get the graphics printed, I use my one inch hole 

punch. This one is an EK Success, it’s my favorite and I have made 

many eyes with it. 

Once you have your graphics, print to size, and cut or punch them 

out.  

 
I have tried glue, I have tried modge podge, but I have found that nail polish works well for making good 

cabs. Glue & Modge Podge tend to dry cloudy for me, or maybe I’m just too impatient. Clear nail polish 

dries clear even though it takes 24 hours to completely set and while the initial setting is going on you 

need to keep an eye on your cabs, the glass will kind of slide around on the graphic. 
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Assembly 
 

Materials: (again so you don’t have to look back) 

1 inch glass cabochons, 4x6 inch photo paper, clear nail polish, patience 

Tools: 
1 inch punch or sharp scissors, if you don’t have a 1 

inch punch don’t worry, the scissors can be used 

instead. 

Once you have drawn or obtained your graphic, here 

is the process: 

1. Print your sized graphics out.  Print out your 

graphics on photo paper. This is sturdy paper 

with a slick finish that improves the overall 

appearance of the finished graphic. I use 4x6 

sheets of photo paper. I make sure to get the 

most out of my sheet of photo paper and fill it with eye graphics. Even if I only plan on making 

one eye, this way I have more next time.  

 

2. Cut your graphics out.  

If you have a one inch punch use that, otherwise, carefully cut out your graphic with a sharp pair 

of scissors. You may need to trim the borders on your graphic sheet if you are using a punch. 

Take your time, even with the punch and line up your graphic carefully before cutting. Turn the 

punch over so you can see the cut. 

    
 

3. From here on out, work on a firm flat surface.  I use an old desk in my office area. This also 

doubles as my photo shop because the light is good here. If you are working on a nice piece of 

furniture, always protect the surface. I don’t on my $20.00 garage sale find, it was already 

weathered and worn. I’m just adding more character. 
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4.  Coat the cropped graphics with nail polish and set aside to dry. This coats and protects your 

printed graphic. It will take around 5 minutes to set hard enough for you to continue. Note: the 

older the clear nail polish is, the more likely you will have air bubbles, because it is thick. Use nail 

polish you would use on your nails, not the old stuff you need to throw away. I usually buy the 

.99 variety – the nail polish doesn’t need to expensive, just fresh. 

  
 

 

5. Coat the graphic with another layer of nail polish 

and place the clean glass cabochon over the 

graphic. Make sure to wipe off any finger prints 

that occur on the flat side of the cabochon before 

you lay it on the graphic.  

 

 

 

Inspect your dragon eye cab. If it looks back at you bright and 

clear, you did it. If you can see obvious spots that aren’t 

adhered to the glass, you have some air bubbles. At first just 

swish the cab around on the graphic, if that doesn’t get it, I 

will push down on the cab. If that doesn’t work, I simply pick 

up the cabochon and press from the graphic side until those 

spots go away.  Then carefully lay the eye back down. The 

picture to the right was made using a fresh bottle of nail 

polish. I got NO air bubbles what so ever. 
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6.  The picture on the left here, you can see one large air bubble and some tiny ones on the iris. 

This one was done with a clear nail polish that had thickened.  

No need to get 

something expensive. 

 

Keep an eye on the 

curing dragon’s eye.  In 

the next 45 minutes or 

so, check about every 15 

minutes to make sure 

the cabochon hasn’t slid 

off slightly. To fix you 

simply reposition the cabochon. After30-45 minutes the 

cabochon won’t slide. 

 

7. Leave the dragon eye to cure, trust me, it takes at least 24 hours. I live in NM and it’s dry out 

here, things dry fast. So when I tell you it takes 24 hours, trust me. If you live a damp climate, it 

might take longer. The wait is worth it! 

 

8. Check each cabochon.  When the cabochons 

are set, check each. Unfortunately, not every 

one will be perfect, no matter how carefully 

you have crafted them. Three of these have 

air bubbles, one is perfect, if not a bit off 

center.  

 

 

 

 

 

 


